A lattice-dynamics model of an oscillating screw dislocation N. E. Glass (*) Institut Abstract. 2014 The concept of the Boyer-Hardy source-force, or Kanzaki force, for a static screw dislocation is extended to describe a moving dislocation 2014 in a simple cubic, nearest neighbour, harmonic lattice (snapping-bond model) 2014 and together with the phonon Green's function is used to derive expressions for the atomic displacements and timeaveraged energy disspation, viz. the rate of energy transfer from the moving dislocation to the lattice vibrations. For the case in which the dislocation oscillates harmonically in time, an expression for the energy dissipation is derived which, for megahertz frequencies and lower, is then reduced to a finite sum and finite integration, and is evaluated to lowest (zeroth) order in the frequency. The way in which the method may be extended to describe a lattice containing a low concentration c of point defects in a random array is then outlined, and it is shown how the change in energy dissipation, to lowest order, is proportional to c. The method developed here is such that it can, in principle, be further generalized in a completely unambiguous fashion, to allow for a non-linear or anharmonic atomic force-law in the dynamic source-force of the dislocation as well as a temperature dependent phonon damping in the Green's function.
J. Physique 44 (1983) (Fig. 1) . The dislocation is formed from the perfect lattice by cutting all pair-wise atomic bonds that intersect the upper half (y &#x3E; 0) of the yz-plane, and by then reattaching each broken bond one lattice constant down the z-axis (as indicated in Fig. 1 where -4&#x3E;{j" is the harmonic force-constant (force in direction i on atom r"' when atom r" is given a unit displacement in direction j), and where and b is the lattice constant.
In terms of the static lattice Green's function Gijmn = (cP -1 )7;", the displacement field, given by with equation (2.1) for K j is shown in reference [2] to yield, far from the core, the well-known screw dislocation result of linear elastic theory.
Equations (2.1) [3] ).
A source of dislocation energy dissipation as indicated here -namely, one independent of dislocation velocity but dependent on the number of bonds broken (i.e. on the area swept by the dislocation), with an added term proportional to the bulk volume -density of point defects -has recently been employed in a phenomenological model (see ReL [6] ) of the « peaking effect ». That model also included a short range interaction between the dislocation and point defects (acting as pinning centres on the dislocation line) and a strain dependent depinning mechanism. The model was successfully fit to all the experimentally observed features of the « peaking effect ». Thus, experiment lends credence to the lattice dynamical model of dislocation motion proposed here.
